Photographs by J. E. Mack of the first atomic explosion in New Mexico were measured, and the radius, R , of the luminous globe or 'ball of fire' which spread out from the centre was deter mined for a large range of values of t, the time measured from the start of the explosion. The relationship predicted in part I, namely, that R* would be proportional to t, is surprisingly accurately verified over a range from J? = 20 to 185 m. The value of Rh"1 so found was used in conjunction with the formulae of part I to estimate the energy E which was generated in the explosion. The amount of this estimate depends on what value is assumed for y, the ratio of the specific heats of air.
later times the luminosity spread more slowly and became less sharply defined, but a sharp-edged dark sphere can be seen moving ahead o f the luminosity. This m ust be regarded as showing the position of the shock wave when it ceases to be luminous. This stage is shown in figure 8, plate 9, taken at = 127 msec. It will be seen that the edge of the luminous area is no longer sharp.
The measurements given in column 3 of table 1 were made partly from photographs in Mack (1947), partly from some clearer glossy prints of the same photographs kindly sent to me by Dr N. E. Bradbury, Director of Los Alamos Laboratory and partly from some declassified photographs lent me by the Ministry of Supply. The times given in column 2 o f table 1 are taken directly from the photographs. To compare these measurements with the analysis given in part I of this paper, equation (38) was used. It will be seen that if the ball of fire grows in the way con templated in m y theoretical analysis, JR* will be found to be proportional to t. To find out how far this prediction was verified, the logarithmic plot of f lo g against log t shown in figure 1 was made. The values from which the points were plotted are given in table 1. It will be seen that the points lie close to the 45° line which is drawn in figure 1. This line represents the relation f log10I2 -lo g 10* = 11-915.
(1)
The ball of fire did therefore expand very closely in accordance with the theoretical prediction made more than four years before the explosion took place. This is sur prising, because in those calculations it was assumed that air behaves as though y, the ratio of the specific heats, is constant at all temperatures, an assumption which is certainly not true. A t room temperatures y = 1*40 in air, but at high temperatures y is reduced owing to the absorption of energy in the form of vibrations which increases Cv. A t very high temperatures y may be increased owing to dissociation. On the other hand, the existence of very intense radiation from the centre and absorption in the outer regions may be expected to raise the apparent value of The fact that the observed value of RH~2 is so nearly constant through the whole range o f radii covered by the photographs of the ball of fire suggests that these effects may neutralize one another, leaving the whole system to behave as though y has an effective value identical with that which it has when none of them are important, namely, 1*40.
Calculation of the energy released by the explosion
The straight line in figure 1 corresponds with RH-2 = 6-67 x 102 (cm.)6 (sec.)"2. The energy, E, is then from equation (18) It will be seen that if y -1*40, the T.N.T. equivalent of the e Mexico explosion, or more strictly that part of the energy which was not radiated outside the ball of fire, was 16,800 tons.
An a l t e r n a t i v e p o s s i b i l i t y
I f the effect of radiation, which cannot be estimated, is disregarded, a mean value o f y might be taken which is appropriate to the temperature calculated to correspond with the mean value of Bi n the range over which RH~X is nearly const value of R which lies near the line in figure 1 is 20 m. and the greatest is R = 185 m. The mean value is therefore approximately 100 m. I t will be found that the value of y appropriate to the temperature behind the shock wave at 100 m. is about 1*3. The pressure at any point is from equations (1), (6) and (12) Of these two alternative estimates, it seems that the first, namely, 16,800 tons, is the more likely to be accurate.
Formation of a blast wave by a very intense
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S o m e d y n a m i c a l f e a t u r e s o f t h e a t o m ic e x p l o s i o n
It will be seen in figure 1 of part I that if 1*4 the air density is a maximum at the shock wave front where it reaches six times atmospheric density. Within the shock wave, the density falls rapidly till at a radius of about 0-6J? it is nearly zero. Within the radius 0*612 the gas has a radial velocity which is proportional to the distance from the centre, a very high temperature, and a uniform pressure about 0*43 time the maximum pressure.
The maximum pressure at the shock front is found by inserting the value of E from line 5 of table 3 in the formula (35) of part I. The pressure-expressed in atmospheres-is' = 0*155J?-3(7*14 x 1020) x 10-6 -M ix 1014R"8.
(10) Po A t R = 30 m. this is 4100 atm., or 27 tons/sq.in. A t R = 100 m. the pressure would be 1 ton/sq.in. These pressures are much less than would aot on rigid boclies exposed to such blasts, but the pressures on obstacles depend on their shape so that no general statement can be made on this subject.
The temperature rises rapidly as the centre is approached, in fact the ratio TjTx, Tx being the temperature just inside the shockwave, is equal to 
Pi Ip i\

Distribution of air density after the explosion
To give a dynamical description of the rise of hot air from the seat of the explosion it is first necessary to know the distribution of density immediately after the shock wave has passed away and left hot air at atmospheric pressure. Formulae are given in part I for the temperature ultimately attained by air which passed through the shock wave when its pressure was y xPo, but the position at which this air comes to rest when atmospheric pressure was attained was not discussed. I f the ground had not obstructed the blast wave the distribution of temperature would evidently be spherical. It has been pointed out, however, that the shape of the upper half of the blast wave has not been affected by the presence of the ground. The same thing seems to be approximately true of the temperature distribution, for Mack publishes a photo graph showing the luminous volume at t -0-127 sec. wh well away from the very hot area. This is reproduced in figure 8, plate 9. It will be seen that the glowing air occupies a nearly hemispherical volume, the bottom half of the sphere being below the ground. It seems that it may be justifiable to assume that most of the energy associated with the part of the blast wave which strikes the ground is absorbed there. In that case we may neglect the effect of shock waves reflected from the ground and consider the temperature distribution as being that calculated in part I for an unobstructed wave. With this assumption the distribution of density will be calculated.
The following symbols will be used: T0, p 0, p0, the temperature, pressure and density in the undisturbed air, T, yxp 0, p, JR, the temperature, pressure, density and radius at the shock Tx,px, r, the temperature, density and radius after the pressure has become atmo spheric. 
Calculation of the rate of rise of the heated air
Though it would be difficult to calculate the effect of buoyancy on a fluid with the density distribution shown in figure 5, the rise of bubbles in water, when the change from very light to heavy fluid is discontinuous, has been studied. It has been shown both experimentally and theoretically (Davies & Taylor 1950) that the vertical velocity Uo f a large bubble is related to a, the radius o f curvature of the top o f th bubble, by the formula U -ij{g a ).
It seems worth while to compare the observed rate of rise of the air heated by the New Mexico explosion with that of a large bubble in water, and for that purpose it is necessary to decide on the radius of a sphere of zero density which might be expected to be comparable with air having the density distribution of figure 5. The
